
 Teen Reads
Books that won't make you blush

Close to Famous by Joan Bauer
Twelve-year-old Foster McFee and her mother escape from her mother's abusive boyfriend
and end up in the small town of Culpepper, West Virginia, where they use their strengths
and challenge themselves to build a new life, with the help of the friends they make there.

Fever, 1793 by Laurie Halse Anderson
1793 Philadelphia, sixteen-year-old Matilda Cook, separated from her sick mother, learns
about perseverance and self-reliance when she is forced to cope with the horrors of a yellow
fever epidemic.

Heist Society by Ally Carter
A group of teenagers uses their combined talents to re-steal several priceless paintings and
save fifteen-year-old Kat Bishop's father, himself an international art thief, from a vengeful
collector.

Doon by Carey Corp
Embarking on a summer adventure in Scotland, best friends Veronica and Mackenna find
romance and danger when they are transported to the kingdom of Doon, a hidden village
that appears once every 100 years. Inspired by the musical Brigadoon.

Pretty in Punxsutawney by Laurie Boyle Crompton
Stuck repeating her first day at a new school over and over, seventeen-year-old Andie is
convinced that a miracle kiss will break the Sisyphean curse, but she instead discovers how a
high school filled with cliques and misfits can find common ground despite their differences.

 

Fawkes by Nadine Brandis
Set in 17th-century England, where Thomas Fawkes, son of anarchist Guy Fawkes, is infected
with the Stone Plague. The only cure is to join his father's Gunpowder Plot to assassinate the
king of England.

The Finisher by David Baldacci
Vega Jane has never left the village of Wormwood. But this isn't unusual, nobody has ever
left the village of Wormwood. At least not until Quentin Herms vanishes into the unknown.
Vega knows Quentin didn't just leave, but that he was chased. And he's left behind a very
dangerous trail of clues that only she can decode. 



Princess of the Midnight Ball by Jessica Day George
A retelling of the tale of twelve princesses who wear out their shoes dancing
every night, and of Galen, a former soldier now working in the king's gardens, who
follows them in hopes of breaking the curse.

Deep Blue by Jennifer Donnelly
Uncovering an ancient evil, Serafina, a mermaid of the Mediterranean Sea, searches
for five other mermaid heroines who are scattered across the six seas, to save their
hidden world.
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Fractured Tide by Leslie Lutz
Lost meets Stranger Things in this eerie, immersive thriller. Told through a series of
journal entries from Sia to her father, Fractured Tide is both a horror story of survival
and redemptive journey towards forgiveness ... if the water or forest don't swallow her
first.

The Glass Sentence by S.E. Grove
In 1891, in a world transformed by 1799's Great Disruption--when all of the
continents were flung into different time periods--thirteen-year-old Sophia Tims
and her friend Theo go in search of Sophia's uncle, Shadrack Elli, Boston's
foremost cartologer, who has been kidnapped.

 

No Place Like Here by Christina June
A modern twist on Hansel and Gretel. When Ashlyn Zanotti is off-loaded by her
parents for the summer, she must come to terms with her strained relationship with
her father and her own personal demons to find her way back home.

Castle of Refuge by Melanie Dickerson
In medieval England, nineteen-year-old Audrey, the daughter of English nobility and
facially scarred by her abusive, mentally ill sister, seeks God's protection when she runs
away from an arranged marriage proposal, to find true love, safety, and a purpose to her
life.

 



Wardens of Eternity by Courtney Moulton
In the days leading up to World War II, orphaned immigrant Ziva must rely on her
survival instinct and her magical abilities to outmaneuver ancient Egyptian gods and
resurrect a revered queen to stop Nazis intent on global destruction.
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The Secret Language of Sisters by Luanne Rice
Mathilda (Tilly), fourteen, and Ruth Anne (Roo), sixteen, are sisters and best friends
in Connecticut, but when Roo crashes her car while texting she is confined to a
hospital bed with "locked-in syndrome, " aware of her surroundings, but apparently
comatose--and Tilly must find a way to communicate with her sister, while dealing
with her own sense of guilt.

Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli
In this story about the perils of popularity, the courage of nonconformity, and the thrill
of first love, an eccentric student named Stargirl changes Mica High School forever.

 
Devastation Class by Glen Zipper and  Elaine Mongeon 
 Follows an unlikely group of young cadets forced to mutiny aboard the revolutionary
Devastation Class starship U.A.S. California to save themselves from an annihilation
force of invading aliens

Skyward by Brandon Sanderson
When a long-term attack against her world by the alien Krell escalates, Spensa's dream of
becoming a pilot may come true, despite her deceased father being labeled a deserter.

The Warrior Heir by Cinda Chima Williams
An Ohio teenager discovers he's part of an underground society of magical people
living in hiding among the normal. What's more, he finds out he's one of the society's
last warriors--and the feuding houses of the society are scouting for players for a
magical tournament.

Airborn by Kenneth Oppel
Matt, a young cabin boy aboard an airship, and Kate, a wealthy young girl traveling
with her chaperone, team up to search for the existence of mysterious winged
creatures reportedly living hundreds of feet above the Earth's surface.


